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Abstract

Among the technological characteristics of the ventilation caused by the piston effect of the trains,
motion, are the following flows: air flow ahead of the train. backflow through annular space
between perimeters of train and tunnel, direct air flow after the train. By means of these flows
possible to determine the air flow rate and konsurnption that originate through piston cffect. The
work contains the results of computer rnodeling of the piston effect in the subway tunnels. .rables

and graphs of the changes of the above-mentioned variables are presented depending on the length
of the train and tunnel, on the area of their cross sections, on the equivalent radius of the tunnel, on
the filling factor the tunnel with the train and in according to other important indicators. The
obtained results have been compared with known analogous data from literature sources. 'l'here is
good agreement between the main results presented here and with known general patterns. It is
shown that due to the specificity of the subway, the piston effect caused by the train movement is
non-stationary and the speed of the generated air flow does not stabilize for the entire period of train
traffi c between neighboring stations.

Keywords" piston effbct, cotnpuler modeling, air.flow aheacl oJ the train, backflott,, throtrgh ctnnular
space' direct airflow after the train, consumplion of venrilating air. '

l. Introduction
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The air resistance of the trairr on the open track and in the tunnel. as well as the straight and

reverse air flows in the tunnels, always caused a great interest fiom the point of view o1'the oplimal

design of the ventilation systems of rail tunnels and metro. In particular, these problems include

works Il,2,3l which do not lose their significance along with other new studies in which modern

computer methods for studying fluids are widely used.

In recent years many papers have been publiShed on the piston effect, the piston effbct in
subways has become a topic of interest for researchers and engineers. This can be seen at least with

a cursory revision of the bibliography of work [41. Researchers and engineers are interested in

different aspects of the manif.estation of the piston effect in underground mine workings, railway

tunnels and in tunnels of the metro. This refers to both the reduction o1'air resistance in order tcr

save electricity on traction of rolling stock. and to various manifbstations of the piston eff-ect in

order to develop optimal ventilation systems taking this f'actor into account.

In the paper f5], fqll-scale experinlents on evacuation during flres were scheduled, and

various means for alerting people were tested. Computer modeling of various scenes of fire under

the ground was also performed. Exclusive data, particularly valuable in evacuation analyses of
underground transportation systems. was retrieved and has filled a great gap of knowledge in the

field of tunnel evacuation. In essence. the participants moved with an average speecl of 0.9 meters

per second in the smoke filled environment (average visibility of 1.5-3.5 meters). Among the new

results ol'this work. it should bc noted that a way-finding installation ar the enrergency cxit. which

consisted of a loudspeaker, was fbund to perlbrm particularly well in terms o1'attracting people to

the exit doors.

2. Modeling, discusion and results

The modern level of computer technology development allows for the dynamics of
ventilation flows in the subway tunnels with a high accuracy to describe through numerical

simulation of fluids. The paper discusses the nature of distribution of ventilation f'lows cJused by

the piston effect in metro tunnels which significantly alfect the ventilation parameters o1'subway.

The problem was posed for conditions of the tunnels o1'Tbilisi Metro. tl're base models were naade

by the following data: length of tunnel - 1200 m; Area of the tunnel cross section - 16 m2, length of
train - 80 m; Train speed - 10.0: 12.0: 15.0 m/s; Acceleration of the train - 1.0-1.2 m/s2: The cross

section of the train cross scction - 4.00;5.00:6.25 ni2. Modeling and calculations were per:formed in

the PyroSim 2016 soflware environnlcnt.

In the framework of the grant work, it was planned to study the dynamics of ventilation

flows caused by the piston effect in the tunnels of the metro, which affects on the determination of



ventilation parameters underground spaces. The purpose of the research was to demonstrate on the

basis of numerical experiments that the characteristics of the air parameters in the tunnel depends

with different kinetic parameters of the moving train.

In numerical tasks, for determining aerodynamic parameters of underground processes, in

one of the tunnels between the stations was given a counter-current air with a mean speed of 6.0;

8.0: 10.0 and 12.0 m/s.

On the fig. 1 show a diagram of a moving train with speed Vo. Atsection 0-l of the tunnel is

lormed air flow ahead of the train with speed ('. By means ol'piston effect o1'moving train at thc

section 2-0 of the tunnel originates air flow after the train with similar speed C. In the annular space

between perometers of train and tunnel takes place backflow with the speed W. The value of
velocity Zdepends on the difference in dynamic pressures between first and last vagons of the train.

The magnitude of the marked speed is also aff'ected by the e.iection of air due to the motion of the

train, as well as the friction between the return flow of air and air in the space between the wagons.

The air cushion between the wagons intensively circulates and aerodynamically interacts with the

main return flow.

-.'*--- ,.,
-----h.. !!

Fig. 1. The scheme fo absolute speeds in case of train movement in the tunnel:

Vo - the speed of the train movenient; ('- the speed of air f'low caused by the piston effect at

the front and rear of the Irain W- backflow through the annular space

Depending on the specific values of the above factors, the vector of velocity W may be

directed towards the train movement as well as its opposite direction.

On the fig. 2 shows onc o1'thc results o1- modeling. from which it can bc seen that the train

movement starts with the collision to the air flowing stream, which is characterized, by the dyndmic

pressure of 86.4 Pa. Between first and last wagons of the train takes place pressure fluctuation that

does not stabilize even after 250 seconds and a pronounced nonstationary process is observed here.

For the initial moment ( r = 0 s) of the time, the different of the pressure is 6.4 Pa, which is steadily

rising, and after r =250 secund is approximately 4l Pa.

-,1I
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Fig. 2. The changing of dynamic pressure between first and last vagons of the train

according to results of computer modeling

Thus, for the conditions of Tbilisi Metro. in the space between perimeters of the train and

the tunnel, takes place pre3Sure different and the resulting ventilation flow with the speed W rs in

the opposite direction of the train movement, as on the firs wagon is more pressure than on the last

wagon. The other mentioned reasons in the originate of backflow through annular space, are

insignificant. In adition, in according to the numerical value of the tunnel filling coefficient a that

were used by modeling the air movement fbr subway conditions are mainly in the opposite of the

traffic direction.

The tunnel filling coefficient can be calculated using the formula

F
d =- (l)

I

Where, F - areaof the wagons cross section.m2; / -.ros section of the tunnel. m2.

The variation of the tunnel filling coefficient for the conditions of Tbilisi metro is in the

range a = 0'25 - 0.50, and the computer modeling was carried out for v3lue d :0.25 
.

Consider the relative motion of air, provided that the train will not be in motion and only air

flow will move, according to which computer modeling was conducted. The speeds scheme, which

ll.{}

Fig. 3. The scheme of relative speeds in case of stopped train:

Vo-C- the speed of the oncoming flow ahead of the train (the simmilar value has the flow

speed in rear part of the train); Vo-C -the relative speed of backflow through annular space

v-d
****&r,, *ji--m v"(g
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The velocities noted satisfy by fbrmula

V, =Vn-C (2)

where v, - the speed of the oncoming flow ahead ol the train. rn/s; v,,- 
rruin movement

speed, m/s (km/h); C- the speed of air flow caused by the piston eflbct at the fiont and rear of the

train, m/s.

In the case of a stopped train, the air velocity in the annular space can be determined from

formula

vc =vo-\il

Where Vo - rt 
"u^speed

determined.

Based on the continuitv equation we can write

(4\vrJ =vc(l-F)
From which by means of simple transformations and with consideration formula (1) is

obtained

r7

V"= ' (5)" (l-a\

Relationship between the speed of the oncoming flow V, and the speed of the train 4 was

examined for rail tunnels by G.N. Abramovich ll].'fhe railway tunnels with length differ flom the

subway tunnels, by which the process shown on the fig. 2 is stabilized in thern. The most important

studies of Abramovich have also differed from the results presented here by observing the real train

on aerodynamic pipe with appropriate geometric and dynamic scales. Relationship between these

velocities is given in [1]as follows

vo l+

The following indications are in the fbnnula (6) :ir - fhe tuqnel full resistance coefilJient

in according for: the length of the tunnel 11. m). the length of the train (2, -) and the equivalent

radius of the tunnel ( R , m); Fl'- 
"q.,iuulent 

area ol'the wagon, n-]. n - number o1'wagons in the
q

composition; "" - the surface area of the wagon excluding the bottom area, m2.

The tunnel resistance complete coefficient is calculated usinn a fbrmula

(3) 
,

in the annular space. m/s. l'he remaining values have already been

L/

(6)



t_l
1,=1.5+0.007' "

R
(7)

All of the input symbols in fonnula (7) have already been interpreted.

The equivalent area of the wagon is calculated by taking into account the value of the tiontal

resistance coefficient with the following formula

Fo = cu,F (8).

Where c' - the frontal resistance coefficient of the wagon.

The air consumption originated by means of piston effect can be determined by a formula

Q: C'f

Where Q - air consumption, m3/s.

The terms of our model are consistent with the following values: the area of the train

midway cross section -F: 4 m2', the area of cross section of the tunnel ' "f': 16 m2l perimeter of

thetunnel - P:16m; thee_quivalentradiusofthetunnel - R-.f lP--' 1m; lengthofthetunnel- /

: 1200 m; length of the train - /-: 80 m; the tunnel full resistance coetlcient - 6r:9.34; the

frontal resistance coefficient of the wagon - c,,,:0.95; equivalent area of the wagon -F":3.8 m2;

number of wagons in the composition of the train - n: 4; the surface area of the wagon excluding

the bottom area - 5,,.: 72 m2.

The speed of the oncoming flow V, is a preset value according to the simulation conditions.

By the formula (6)'determines relationship between with the oncoming flow and the speed of the

train, which is the unchanged size for the given specific values of the tunnels and train. In our

conditions, in case of a4-car rrain Vr lVn = 0.781, and in case of 5-car trains - Vr lVn:0.176, from

which the speed of train is determined. The following formula (2) determines the speed of air flow

ahead of the train C origir-rated with the piston etTect, by lbrmula (9) - air expenditure initiated by

the piston effect Q,and with the formula (5) - stream speed in the annular space Zu. Thus, there is

possible theoretically determine all the technological indicators that are interesting for ventilation,

with presented material at the case of train movement in the tunnel. Calculating of numerical

values, when the train consists of 4 wagons, is included in'fable l.

Table l. Air flow indicators that were originated with a4-car train piston effect

V,.|.) m/s Vn, mls (km/h) Vr., mls C, m/s a.m"ts

6.0 7.68 (27.6) 8.0 r.68 26.9

8.0 10.24 (36.8) 10.7 z.z+ 3 5.8

10.0 12.80 (46.1) I 3.3 2.80 44.8

t2.0 1s.36 (ss.3) r6.0 3.36 5 3.8

(e)



For the given initial and boundary conditions were performed numerical modeling on the

left entrance when the speeds of the oncoming flow ahead of the train equils V, :6.0,8.0, 10.0,

12.0 m/s.

The train's first carriage was located in the subway tunnel at different distance of the portal.

As a shows on the frg. 4 that this distance is 200, 300 and 400 m. Ventilation flow rate, as follows

from fig. 4, was measured at different points of the tunnel. A more detailed scheme of the

experiment with the hain and detectors of speed is given on the fi!. 5.

Fig.4. The layout ofthe train and detectors of speed during numerical modeling:

the points show the speed detectors

As shown from the figures numerical modeling have been performed in the tunnel for the

5 different zones selected in advance according to the location of the train. In the above zones

the nature of the changing veloeity flow was determined. In each zone the speed detectors were

distant from each other in different distance. For example, in the first and fifth zone detectors

have been placed at every 100 meters.(see Figure 5: Zones 1 and 5). In the second and fourth

zones, at ahead and rear of the train on the length 20 m of the tunnel, the detectors were

separated from each other by 5 m (see Figure 5: Zones 2 and 4). The speed detectors in annular

space were deployed at each 20 m (see Figure 5: Zone 3).

scheme of numslcal experlrent

Fig. 5. Detailed scheme of numerical experiments by zones

'L/.R



It is also noteworthy that the Reynolds number for the metro and other transport tunnels

is great and so we have a strongly developed turbulent movement in the subway tunnels, even

with the relatively low speed of air movement.

- Dynamics of the speed of oncoming flow ahead of the train for

the left portal when its maximum value is 12 m/s

frVL
fte = >+ 3fi00

p

Fig. 6. Dynamics of the speed of oncoming flow ahead of the train for the right p.ortal

when its maximum value is 12 mls

Changing the boundary value of the of the speed of oncoming flow ahead of the.trairt in

numerical experimentation have been carried out according to the development of dynamic

pressure and its variation. The results obtained can be analyzed by one of the numerical

experiments. Consider the dynamical change rate of the flow speeds in tunnel portals, as well as

in the annular space between the perimeters of tunnel and the train (Figures 6,7 and 8).

( l0)
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IN SPACE BETq'EEN
TXAIN AND TIINNEL

Fig.7. Dynamics of the stream speed in the annular space when speed of oncoming flow

ahead of the train is 12 mls

From the presented data from the figures 6,7 and 8 it is evident that the dynamics of flow
flow can be divided into two phases: I - non-stationary and II - stationary. The duration of the non-

stationary phase on these drawings is 100 seconds. This time is sufficient for the Tbilisi Metro's
conditions in case of the average speed of train to cover the length of the tunnel between

neighboring stations. The duration of the non-stationary phase changes in the range of 100-200

seconds according to the completed numerical models and it is possible to note that the freld of
speeds in the tunnels of Tbilisi metro is always non-stationary. On the drawin gs 6, 7 and g are

presented results wh'en the speed stabilization occurs on the edge of 100 seconds and then virtually
unchanged for over 700 seconds. is more characteristic for the long of railway tunnels.

It is noteworthy that the results obtained from presented numerical experiments of the

oncoming flow ahead of the train and stream speed in the annular space are in good agreementag

with theoretically calculated values (see table 2).

As noted, by means of the speed of oncoming flow and by speed in the annular space can

be calculated air speed of direct flow and air consumption generated by piston effect that are one

of the main technological characteristics of the underground ventilation. t-/sing the results of
these researches should be taken into consideration that the piston eflbct caused by the train

Table 2. comparison the results of numerical experiments and theorv

The speed of
oncoming flow

(theory)

V'' ' mls

The speed in the
annular space (theory)

Vo, mls

The speed of
oncoming flow
(experiment)

V',' ,t^' , mls

T'he speed in the
annular space
(experiment)

4yG EX.m/s



movement will work with the tunnel ventilation system in sequence mode. Due to this, the flow

of the piston effect will be assisted the ventilation system or vice versa - will interfere with

effective ventilation.

3. Conclusions

- In according to the specificity of 'l'bilisi Metro. which is due to the distance between the

two neighboring stations, the piston effect process caused by the movement of the train

is non-stationary and the speed of the generated air flow does not stabilize for the entire

period of train traffic.

- Results presented in this work. obtained by numerical experiments. is in good agreement

correspond to the theory given for the railway tunnels in appropriate litelatr"rre.

- Based on the results obtained by the studies, the technological parameters of metro

ventilation based on the piston effect of the moving train can be identified.
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